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The lure of the "magic box" can be overwhelming, especially after
many years of failed allopathic treatment. If previous reliance on
conventional methods and systems had worked, the seeker would very
likely not be searching for alternative solutions. Too many folks are
experiencing the dismal failure of conventional medical treatments to
successfully address their personal health challenges. More frequently
than not, those conventional treatments come with their own set of
NEW adverse effects and long term issues to be monitored and
addressed, often placing the patient into a deteriorating spiral of
degeneration and hopelessness.
We hear about this scenario almost DAILY. This has unfortunately become the norm for western medicine. As you watch
TV and the smiling faces on the next pharmaceutical commercial, be sure to listen to and read (if possible) ALL the side
effect notices and warnings. Would these actors really be smiling if they were confronted with these FACTS?
Exhausted, disillusioned, and physically spent, it is no wonder folks often come to alternatives simply looking for a "magic
box" cure for their situation. Having often already lost the ability to think clearly or logically because of prolonged illhealth, their feelings of desperation and hopelessness are understandable, but also the direction they are now turning. By
this point, folks or their family are willing to "try anything" to repair a seemingly, now-hopeless situation.

Dangers of the Magic Box
As most "lures" are meant to seem an attractive, yet deceptive
solution to the subject’s needs, typically it is all too often about
"catching the target". For instance, a fish may be more attracted
to one lure over another, one may be a nicer color, more
realistic, better smell... But its design was always about
"catching the fish" ...never about satisfying the fish's needs. The
benefit was to the one with the lure, NOT the fish!
Unfortunately, the marketplace has become one far more
focused on the "lure" rather than the "suggested" results!
The dangers of the "lure" are further complicated. When it
comes to alternative instruments, when the user or family
comes with the diminished and desperate mindset, the lure often comes from an indirect or unscrupulous seller, (often
NOT the manufacturer), promising or suggestion precisely what the person "wants" to hear offering no validation or
technical explanation. In essence they are selling a "magic box"... a simple solution ... precisely what the person in their
diminished state wants to hear. Multi-Level Marketing (MLM) schemes are notorious for this. Just as in the fish's lure,
more effort is often spent in the marketing and catching the fish, than addressing the fish's personal expectation and
needs. Like the fish, the buyer’s results will likely NOT be what was expected.
We personally hear about this situation almost daily ... often from folks that have already been trapped by the lure once
or twice in their “learning” experience. Without considering a strategic change in their path, they are likely doomed to
failure once again. We understand this and often refuse to sell to the person simply looking still for that magic box ... for
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without that change in mindset or the assisted guidance and instruction, they too, even with the very best of equipment
will again fail.

A TOOL in the Arsenal
On Matters of Health, (an earlier blog article available at the
PulsedTechResearch.com website), attempted to describe this observed mindset
the searcher might have and strongly suggests "taking matters of one's own health
into their own hands". By attempting to better understand what is often a very
personal and private situation, the person, ideally guided by a practitioner, will
examine their situation from a logical perspective to help devise a strategy and
route back to health and wellness. The practitioner supplements the information
and experience the client lacks in their diminished state to help identify not only
the goal but the recommended path to get their goal as well. The skilled practitioner
acts, in many ways, not only as the contracted advisor, but also as an experienced
educator for paths and instruments to use in that strategic trek to recovery.
These alternative instruments and complementing supplements then, should rather
be considered no more than simple technical tools to help bring about the desired
condition. It might also be considered a carefully selected WEAPON to utilize in your
lifelong BATTLE for Health and Wellness! You of course would want to invest in the
best you could acquire.
Pulsed Technologies has been quite fortunate to have been able to focus on the underlying science of these technologies
and to make available the very finest in resonant frequency and precision pulsed plasma instruments. Working with
leading practitioners and researchers, we are able to help make available the TOOLS you likely need for YOUR personal
needs both now and on into your future.
Use logic, reason, and professional advice to
determine what is best for you and your unique
needs … and don’t be tempted by the “Lure of the
Magic Box”.

More information Holman, Dorneanu and the Pulsed Technologies instruments can be found on at
www.PulsedTechResearch.com and www.PulsedTech.com
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